Efficacy of pallidal stimulation in isolated dystonia: a systematic review and meta-analysis
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The aim of this review was to provide strong clinical evidence of the efficacy of deep brain stimulation (DBS) of the globus pallidus internus (GPI) in isolated inherited or idiopathic dystonia. Eligible studies were identified after a systematic literature review of the effects of bilateral GPI-DBS in isolated dystonia. Absolute and percentage changes from baseline in the Burke–Fahn–Marsden Dystonia Rating Scale (BFMDRS) motor and disability scores were pooled, and associations between treatment effect and patient characteristics were explored using meta-regression. In total, 24 studies were included in the meta-analysis, comprising 523 patients. The mean absolute and percentage improvements in BFMDRS motor score at the last follow-up (mean 32.5 months; 24 studies) were 26.6 points [95% confidence interval (CI), 22.4–30.8] and 65.2% (95% CI, 59.6–70.7), respectively. The corresponding changes in disability score at the last follow-up (mean 32.9 months; 14 studies) were 6.4 points (95% CI, 5.0–7.8) and 58.6% (95% CI, 50.3–66.9). Multivariate meta-regression of absolute scores indicated that higher BFMDRS motor and disability scores before surgery, together with younger age at time of surgery, were the main factors associated with significantly better DBS outcomes at the latest follow-up. Reporting of safety data was frequently inconsistent and could not be included in the meta-analysis. In conclusion, patients with isolated inherited or idiopathic dystonia significantly improved after GPI-DBS. Better outcomes were associated with greater dystonia severity at baseline. These findings should be taken into consideration for improving patient selection for DBS.

Introduction

Dystonia is a movement disorder characterized by sustained or intermittent muscle contractions causing abnormal, often repetitive movements, postures or both [1]. The disorder can induce severe disability and have an important impact on patients’ quality of life (QoL) [2–4]. When available medical treatment has failed, bilateral deep brain stimulation (DBS) of the globus pallidus internus (GPI) is considered safe and effective, in particular in patients with isolated inherited or idiopathic (formerly primary) segmental or generalized dystonia [5–7].

To date, three meta-analyses have assessed the effects of DBS in patients with isolated dystonia [8–10]. These analyses calculated the change in score from before surgery to after surgery as a percentage of the baseline score. This value traditionally gives results that are considered clinically relevant for physicians, easily understood by patients and do not depend on the actual scale used to measure the outcome. However, the percentage change is highly dependent on the patient’s baseline score. For the...
same absolute number of points gained on a scale, a patient with a higher baseline score will mathematically have a smaller percentage improvement than a patient with a lower baseline. Similarly, the same percentage could represent vastly different changes on the actual measurement scale, depending on where the patients started. Therefore, interpreting percentage change without knowledge of the population’s baseline characteristics does not reflect the role of the initial dystonia severity in prognosis for DBS. Statistically, a method that has higher statistical power would be better, such as the absolute change in score, which is not sensitive to changes in baseline characteristics and is mathematically more appropriate in the context of a meta-analysis [11]. The absolute change better reflects improvements in health experienced by patients with dystonia after treatment with DBS, as it shows the actual number of points by which patients have improved, whereas the percentage change is skewed in favor of a lower baseline dystonia status.

Therefore, we analyzed the available data primarily using absolute changes from baseline, but also reporting the corresponding percentage change, to provide statistical validity as well as ‘practical’ and comparative clinical relevance for physicians. Our aims were to: (i) systematically identify and summarize all existing evidence on the efficacy and safety of bilateral GPi-DBS in isolated dystonia; (ii) synthesize the available evidence with statistical meta-analytic methods where feasible; and (iii) explore the effects of study-level covariates on study results.

**Methods**

**Systematic review**

The systematic review was based on a literature search conducted in PubMed, Embase, Medscape and the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials from January 1990 to November 2015. The search dates pre-date the publication of the new classification of dystonia [1], so the classical definition of ‘primary’ dystonia from 1998 [12] was used for study identification and selection. Primary dystonia studies were reclassified using the new classification as isolated (inherited or idiopathic) dystonia, with further specification of idiopathic or inherited types where applicable.

Publications reporting efficacy and/or safety and/or QoL outcomes for patients with isolated dystonia treated with DBS were selected. Editorials, letters, case reports, non-systematic reviews and papers published before 1990, in a language other than English, German, French, Italian or Spanish, or reporting results on <10 patients were excluded. Further search strategy details and the selection criteria are in Appendix S1. Precautions were taken to avoid inclusion of studies reporting results on the same patients. Authors were contacted in case of doubt.

**Statistical analysis**

Data on study and patient characteristics, efficacy, QoL and safety parameters were extracted. For accurate calculation of absolute changes from baseline, studies were included in the meta-analysis only if sufficient data using relevant statistical elements were reported, i.e. means and measures of precision (e.g. SDs or CIs for continuous outcomes; frequencies for binary outcomes). For studies not reporting results at study level, or when the study only reported mean changes in score but not the precision, reported individual patient data were used to derive aggregated results.

As we aimed to show corresponding percentage changes for each study included, missing data on percentage score were imputed. Mean percentage changes in scores were calculated by dividing the mean absolute change in score by the mean baseline score and multiplying by 100. The missing precision could not be approximated using available data; therefore, the median precision observed in other studies of the dataset for the same outcome was used as a proxy (a commonly used approach).

Individual study results for each outcome were pooled at 6 and 12 months and at the last mean follow-up. Fixed-effect and random-effect models were applied, using the inverse variance approach. The most appropriate model in each meta-analysis was chosen based on the presence of heterogeneity (i.e. ‘statistical heterogeneity’ is present when observed intervention effects are more different from each other than one would expect due to random error/chance alone [13]), assessed by Cochran’s Q test and I² statistics. The latter measure can be regarded as the percentage of the total variability in a set of effect sizes due to true heterogeneity and interpreted according to the classification of Higgins and Thompson in 2002 (25%, low level of heterogeneity; 50%, moderate; 75%, high) [14]. In the presence of significant heterogeneity, the random-effects analysis is the preferred approach.

The effect of study characteristics on heterogeneity in the observed effects was explored using meta-regression. Based on previous literature findings and clinician input, as well as data available in identified studies, the characteristics included in the meta-regression were: duration of follow-up, baseline scores,
study location, publication year, gender split, mean age at onset of disease and surgery, duration of disease, proportion of life lived with dystonia (PLD) (defined as duration of disease divided by age at baseline, multiplied by 100), and proportion of dystonia 1 protein (DYT1)-positive patients. Due to lack of reporting in the identified studies, it was not possible to include type of dystonia, comorbidities (e.g. depression, anxiety), dystonia-related physical complications (e.g. skeletal deformities, fixed positions), medication and stimulation parameters. Meta-regression was carried out on absolute changes at the last follow-up (due to their greater statistical power [11]). Both univariate and multivariate models are presented. All analyses were implemented in Stata SE version 8.2 (Stata Corp., College Station, TX, USA).

Results

Systematic review

In total, the literature search revealed 2501 citations (initial and update search), resulting in identification of 58 relevant articles corresponding to 54 distinct studies (Fig. 1). Most were bilateral DBS of the GPi. All were uncontrolled, apart from two studies that started as randomized controlled trials for the first 3 months post-surgery before being extended as observational studies [5,15]. Another study was not a randomized controlled trial, but included a double-blind evaluation with and without stimulation 3 months post-surgery (patients served as their own control) [6].

Of the 54 studies identified, 24 reported usable data on the Burke–Fahn–Marsden Dystonia Rating Scale (BFMDRS) [16]; all 24 studies included movement scores (range 0–120), whereas 14 also reported disability scores (range 0–30) (see Table S1 for patient characteristics). Data of efficacy from 12 studies were not usable, as relevant data and/or statistics were insufficiently reported or not reported at all.

Ten studies reported results on the Toronto Western Spasmodic Torticollis Rating Scale (TWSTRS) [17]. However, in most cases, these were poorly reported, with insufficient details on changes in scores. Therefore, TWSTRS was not included in the meta-analysis.

Similarly, evidence on patient-reported outcomes (e.g. QoL) was insufficient for inclusion in the meta-analysis; only six studies reported QoL data and those that did used different outcomes and timepoints. The collected QoL data are provided in Table S2.

Safety outcomes were reported in 33 included studies and details are outlined in Table S3. To summarize, the most commonly reported adverse events (AEs) were device- or surgery-related complications/failures (e.g. electrode or cable fracture) (reported in 23 studies), stimulation-related AEs (18 studies) and wound problems or infections (15 studies). Intracranial hemorrhages/bleedings, mostly asymptomatic, were reported in five studies. Potentially life-threatening AEs were reported in two studies, acute relapse of dystonia in four patients due to loss of stimulation following hardware issues. However, reporting of safety outcomes was generally inconsistent and not systematic, preventing detailed analysis of severity, time to resolution, relation to the procedure, device, stimulation or pre-existing condition. Therefore, safety data were excluded from the meta-analysis.

In total, the 24 studies in the meta-analysis included 523 patients (average 22 patients per study, range 10–54) with an average follow-up of 32.5 months (range 6–72 months). The BFMDRS mean score at time of surgery was 44.0 (SD 13.6; range 16.8–72.2) for movement and 11.3 (SD 3.4; range 4.7–16.5) for disability. Both genders were equally represented. Patients were on average 35.1 years old (SD 15.8; range 12.3–64.5) at time of surgery, and had on average been suffering from dystonia for 12.6 years (SD 4.8; range 5.1–24). Two studies focused only on pediatric patients (<18 years at time of surgery), but children were present in eight other studies in the meta-analysis (Table S1).

Efficacy outcomes (meta-analysis)

BFMDRS motor scores

Both absolute and percentage changes showed that DBS significantly improved motor scores at 6 months post-surgery, with continued improvement until the last follow-up. Mean absolute changes increased from a 23.8-point improvement (95% CI, 18.5–29.1) at 6 months to 26.6 points (95% CI, 22.4–30.8) at the last follow-up (mean 32.5 months, range 6–72 months) (Fig. 2a). The mean percentage improvement also increased from 44.2% (95% CI, 51.2–66.7) at 6 months to 65.2% (95% CI, 59.6–70.7) at the last follow-up (Fig. 2a). A summary of the BFMDRS motor scores at 6 months and the latest timepoints are outlined in Table 1, with full details (all timepoints) in Appendix S2.

BFMDRS disability scores

Deep brain stimulation significantly improved BFMDRS disability scores in dystonia at 6 months post-surgery, and patients continued to improve until the last follow-up. Mean absolute changes increased from a 4.8-point improvement (95% CI, 3.1–6.6) at 6 months to 6.4 points (95% CI, 5.0–7.8) at the last follow-up (mean 32.9 months, Fig. 2b). The mean percentage improvement also increased from 44.2%
(95% CI, 40.3–48.1) at 6 months to 58.6% (95% CI, 50.3–66.9) at the last follow-up (Fig. 2b). A summary of the BFMDRS disability scores at 6 months and the latest timepoints are outlined in Table 1, with full details (all timepoints) in Appendix S2.

Effect of covariates (univariate and multivariate meta-regression)

Covariates used in meta-regression models are included in Table S1. After univariate meta-regression, significantly greater improvements in BFMDRS motor and disability scores post-DBS were associated with higher BFMDRS motor and disability scores (i.e. greater impairment) at baseline, younger age at time of surgery, younger age at disease onset, greater PLD and DYT1-positive status (Tables 2 and 3). When combined in a multivariate model (apart from DYT1-positive status, which was reported in only a subset of studies), only higher BFMDRS baseline scores remained significant, thus identifying them as the main predictors of response. As an aside, a multivariate model restricted to the three age-related covariates showed that only age at surgery remained significant.

Discussion

This systematic review and meta-analysis provides up-to-date evidence of the efficacy of bilateral GPi-DBS in patients with isolated dystonia. Gpi-DBS...
effects were maintained for up to 72 months. Large effect sizes were consistently reported, in particular with regard to the BFMDRS scores (mean changes in the BFMDRS movement score: \(-1.10\) to \(-46.2\) points and \(46.0-91.6\%\); mean changes in the BFMDRS disability score: \(-1.9\) to \(-10.2\) points and \(37.3-79.1\%\)), and effects were maintained for up to 72 months.

Furthermore, both univariate and multivariate meta-regression indicated a significant positive correlation between a greater effect of DBS and younger age at time of surgery and greater impairment at baseline (i.e. higher BFMDRS motor and disability scores). When interpreting the results, it should be considered that patients with initial higher BFMDRS scores had more room for improvement, whereas the effect in less impaired patients might have been skewed according to a floor effect. It should also be noted that BFMDRS scores may not adequately reflect severity

Figure 2 Forest plots of changes in Burke–Fahn–Marsden Dystonia Rating Scale (BFMDRS) at last follow-up. (a) Absolute (top) and percentage (bottom) change in motor; (b) absolute (top) and percentage (bottom) change in disability. CI, confidence interval. Negative changes indicate improvement.
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of disease in focal or segmental dystonia. Only the univariate meta-regression showed a positive, significant relationship with greater PLD and DYT1-positive status.

Our findings support and expand results from previous analyses, which found consistent and large benefits across studies. One review separated patients with dystonia into two subtypes, one with good evidence of favorable outcome and one with less predictable outcome, and found that GPi-DBS was more effective long-term in patients with severe isolated (inherited or idiopathic) generalized and cervical dystonia [10]. Another meta-analysis showed that the mean percentage change in the BFMDRS score from baseline was 51.8% (range –34% to 100%) post-surgery (although it is unclear at what timepoint the data were analyzed) [8].

Although data on improvement in the TWSTRS scores in patients with cervical dystonia could not be meta-analyzed due to insufficient details on changes in scores, individual study results support the positive impact of DBS in patients with cervical dystonia, with up to 40–70% improvements in the total TWSTRS scores.

Our univariate meta-regression showed that absolute BFMDRS motor and disability scores decreased more after DBS with greater PLD. This differs from previous analysis in children demonstrating a negative correlation between PLD and percentage BFMDRS [18]. It was argued that measuring absolute changes in BFMDRS after DBS would be a fairer representation of the effects of DBS on the most severely affected cases [18]. The patients included in our large meta-analysis were on average 35.1 years old (SD 15.8; range 12.3–64.5) at time of surgery, and had been suffering from dystonia for an average of 12.6 years (SD 4.8; range 5–24).

Although younger age at DBS surgery confers an advantage for DBS dystonia reduction, thus strongly supporting DBS in childhood, DBS is also effective in adults. Indeed, our univariate analysis demonstrated that patients with severe dystonia who have lived with dystonia for many years responded well to DBS. Other results are in contrast with previous analyses.
One study found that shorter dystonia duration and lower severity score at surgery were associated with significantly greater improvements post-DBS [9], whereas in another study longer duration of symptoms correlated negatively with surgical outcome, with no effect on outcome of DYT1 [8]. However, our systematic review is more extensive than those previously published (a wider search and larger selection of databases). A novel feature of our review is that it also includes both individual patient data and results aggregated at study level; therefore, meta-analysis was the most appropriate statistical tool. Furthermore, it analyzed absolute and percentage changes.

The main limitation of our analysis is linked to the quality of data reported in available publications, which led to 38% of identified studies being excluded at the outset. In particular, no data on QoL effects could be included due to the lack of quality reporting. In addition, some efficacy data were excluded from our meta-analysis as no precision (i.e. SD, standard error or CI) was provided around the mean estimates, or results were reported as medians and ranges. Furthermore, details on patient enrolment (timing, centers) in some studies were poorly reported and, despite precautions (contact with authors, omission of papers with obvious large patient overlap), some partial overlaps, albeit very limited, may exist. The safety analysis presented specific challenges due to wide disparities in the information reported. Some studies focused on the number of events, others on the number of patients experiencing them, and others described the evolution of a few clinically interesting patients. This lack of consistency across studies, as well as the lack of detail on the events reported (type, severity, resolution, relation to surgery, device or condition), prevented meta-analysis and limited reporting to a very generic outline. The limited data also restricted the type of analyses, and subgroup analyses (e.g. by type of dystonia, adult/pediatric populations) could not be performed. Multivariate meta-regression models assessing the impact of all study characteristics were implemented. However, the overall number of studies was limited and ideally more data are necessary to properly assess the joint effect of these variables, i.e. their impact on outcome as well as their correlation with each other. Meta-regression results should only be considered as leads for further investigations and not used to draw definite conclusions.

This review has important implications for future research. In particular, improved and consistent reporting of results, including provision of precision estimates, mean and median values and ranges, is vital for inclusion of studies into meta-analyses. In addition, consistent and thorough reporting of safety data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>BFMDRS motor score</th>
<th>BFMDRS disability score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Months after surgery</td>
<td>Pooled absolute mean change from meta-analysis (mean/median) (range)</td>
<td>Pooled percentage mean change from meta-analysis (% (95% CI))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At last follow-up</td>
<td>26.6 (20.8 to 32.4)</td>
<td>-61.2 (70.1 to 59.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At 6 months</td>
<td>23.8 (20.1 to 18.5)</td>
<td>-39.0 (66.7 to 51.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI, confidence interval</td>
<td>6.4 (SD, standard error)</td>
<td>-4.8 (SD, standard error)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Absolute and percentage changes in Burke-Fahn-Marsden Dystonia Rating Scale (BFMDRS) [16] motor and disability scores (random-effects model).
is essential. Meta-regression also indicates the need to investigate associations between DBS benefits with specific population characteristics. Finally, data gaps related to patient-reported outcomes such as QoL, which were rarely assessed [19], indicate the need for more comprehensive assessment of the impact of dystonia and DBS from the patient’s perspective.

**Conclusions**

This meta-analysis adds further strong evidence that bilateral GPi-DBS has a significant beneficial clinical impact on patients with isolated dystonia, reflected by both absolute and percentage changes in BFMDRS from baseline. Moreover, benefits continue for successive years over a 3-year follow-up period. Greater impairment at baseline and younger age at DBS surgery were positively related to better outcomes with GPi-DBS. These findings have relevance in clinical practice regarding the timing and selection of patients with dystonia for DBS.
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